
Common type:

1. She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year.

2. Don't ask me to carry an oily rag like that.

3. This is a test.

4. Please identify me.

5. Ok, please recognize my voice.

Compact type:

1. vietnamese cuisine is exquisite

2. the misquote was retracted with an apology

3. continental drift is a geological theory

4. the mango and the papaya are in a bowl

5. the jaw operates by using antagonistic muscles

6. gently place jim's foam sculpture in the box

7. serve the coleslaw after i add the oil

8. a doctor was in the ambulance with the patient

9. penguins live near the icy antarctic

10. my desires are simple give me one informative paragraph on the subject

11. would you allow acts of violence

12. do you have the yellow ointment ready

13. the fish began to leap frantically on the surface of the small lake

14. valley lodge yearly celebrates the first calf born

15. pizzerias are convenient for a quick lunch

16. the fifth jar contains big juicy peaches

17. if people were more generous there would be no need for welfare

18. chip postponed alimony payments until the latest possible date

19. the local drugstore was charged with illegally dispensing tranquilizers

20. movies never have enough villains

21. don't look for group valuables in a bank vault

22. by eating yogurt you may live longer

23. i gave them several choices and let them set the priorities

24. destroy every file related to my audits



25. my instructions desperately need updating

26. it's not easy to create illuminating examples

27. i just saw jim near the new archeological museum

28. rich looked for spotted hyenas and jaguars on the safari

29. weatherproof galoshes are very useful in seattle

30. artificial intelligence is for real

31. puree some fruit before preparing the skewers

32. they own a big house in the remote countryside

33. children can consume many fruit candies in one sitting

34. we plan to build a new beverage plant

35. brush fires are common in the dry underbrush of nevada

36. john cleans shellfish for a living

37. who authorized the unlimited expense account

38. alice's ability to work without supervision is noteworthy

39. can the agency overthrow alien forces

40. the bungalow was pleasantly situated near the shore

41. the moisture in my eyes is from eyedrops not from tears

42. the avalanche triggered a minor earthquake

43. critical equipment needs proper maintenance

44. the taxicab broke down and caused a traffic jam

45. gwen planted green beans in her vegetable garden

46. a lone star shone in the early evening sky

47. scholastic aptitude is judged by standardized tests

48. those answers will be straightforward if you think them through carefully first

49. the angry boy answered but didn't look up

50. cut a small corner off each edge

51. challenge each general's intelligence

52. the cow wandered from the farmland and became lost

53. the new suburbanites worked hard on refurbishing their older home

54. lots of foreign movies have subtitles

55. we're open every monday evening

56. the cigarettes in the clay ashtray overflowed onto the oak table



57. how do oysters make pearls

58. regular attendance is seldom required

59. a connoisseur will enjoy this shellfish dish

60. youngsters love common candy as treats

61. special task forces rescue hostages from kidnappers

62. move the garbage nearer to the large window

63. beg that guard for one gallon of gas

64. clear pronunciation is appreciated

65. cliff's display was misplaced on the screen

66. most young rise early every morning

67. this was easy for us

68. are you looking for employment

69. tradition requires parental approval for under age marriage

70. bright sunshine shimmers on the ocean

71. employee layoffs coincided with the company's reorganization

72. what is this large thing by the ironing board

73. the drunkard is a social outcast

74. the coyote bobcat and hyena are wild animals

75. the hood of the jeep was steaming in the hot sun

76. may i order a strawberry sundae after i eat dinner

77. ducks have webbed feet and colorful feathers

78. please shorten this skirt for joyce

79. the football team coach has a watch thin as a dime

80. when all else fails use force

81. allow leeway here but rationalize all errors

82. a muscular abdomen is good for your back

83. stimulating discussions keep students' attention

84. i know i didn't meet her early enough

85. top zinnias rarely have crooked stems

86. a crab challenged me but a quick stab vanquished him

87. flying standby can be practical if you want to save money

88. too much curiosity can get you into trouble



89. i'd rather not buy these shoes than be overcharged

90. eating spinach nightly increases strength miraculously

91. the gunman kept his victim cornered at gunpoint for three hours

92. that dog chases cats mercilessly

93. the easygoing zoologist relaxed throughout the voyage

94. amoebas change shape constantly

95. diane may splurge and buy a turquoise necklace

96. if carol comes tomorrow have her arrange for a meeting at two

97. agricultural products are unevenly distributed

98. the small boy put the worm on the hook

99. the best way to learn is to solve extra problems

100. a moth zig zagged along the path through otto's garden

101. she wore warm fleecy woolen overalls

102. they all like long hot showers

103. cory attacked the project with extra determination

104. please sing just the club theme

105. just drop notices in any suggestion box

106. did shawn catch that big goose without help

107. remember to allow identical twins to enter freely

108. primitive tribes have an upbeat attitude

109. norwegian sweaters are made of lamb's wool

110. put the butcher block table in the garage

111. cooperation along with understanding alleviate dispute

112. the legislature met to judge the state of public education

113. bob bandaged both wounds with the skill of a doctor

114. at twilight on the twelfth day we'll have chablis

115. butterscotch fudge goes well with vanilla ice cream

116. the tooth fairy forgot to come when roger's tooth fell out

117. although always alone we survive

118. she is thinner than i am

119. do they allow atheists in church

120. it's illegal to postdate a check



121. the thick elm forest was nearly overwhelmed by dutch elm disease

122. are holiday aprons available to us

123. combine all the ingredients in a large bowl

124. does hindu ideology honor cows

125. the causeway ended abruptly at the shore

126. dolphins are intelligent marine mammals

127. the system may break down soon so save your files frequently

128. while waiting for chipper she crisscrossed the square many times

129. how permanent are their records

130. in the long run it pays to buy quality clothing

131. hispanic costumes are quite colorful

132. any contributions will be greatly appreciated

133. masquerade parties tax one's imagination

134. a leather handbag would be a suitable gift

135. etiquette mandates compliance with existing regulations

136. a young mouse scampered across the field and disappeared

137. the cat's meow always hurts my ears

138. chocolate and roses never fail as a romantic gift

139. cliff was soothed by the luxurious massage

140. are your grades higher or lower than nancy's

141. of course you can have another tunafish sandwich

142. as coauthors we presented our new book to the haughty audience

143. she encouraged her children to make their own halloween costumes

144. it's hard to tell an original from a forgery

145. growing well kept gardens is very time consuming

146. highway and freeway mean the same thing

147. laugh dance and sing if fortune smiles upon you

148. they enjoy it when i audition

149. todd placed top priority on getting his bike fixed

150. the meeting is now adjourned

151. alimony harms a divorced man's wealth

152. the museum hires musicians every evening



153. be careful not to plow over the flower beds

154. the barracuda recoiled from the serpent's poisonous fangs

155. shipbuilding is a most fascinating process

156. the news agency hired a great journalist

157. john's brother repainted the garage door

158. we like bleu cheese but victor prefers swiss cheese

159. the paper boy bought two apples and three ices

160. every cab needs repainting often

161. a good attitude is unbeatable

162. the misprint provoked an immediate disclaimer

163. upgrade your status to reflect your wealth

164. don't do charlie's dirty dishes

165. the previous speaker presented ambiguous results

166. which church do the smiths worship in

167. draw each graph on a new axis

168. cory and trish played tag with beach balls for hours

169. doctors prescribe drugs too freely

170. barb's gold bracelet was a graduation present

171. objects made of pewter are beautiful

172. only the most accomplished artists obtain popularity

173. tofu is made from processed soybeans

174. spherical gifts are difficult to wrap

175. trish saw hours and hours of movies saturday

176. mosquitoes exist in warm humid climates

177. they often go out in the evening

178. the prowler wore a ski mask for disguise

179. gus saw pine trees and redwoods on his walk through sequoia national forest

180. we apply auditory modeling to computer speech recognition

181. eat your raisins outdoors on the porch steps

182. cheap stockings run the first time they're worn

183. fill that canteen with fresh spring water

184. count the number of teaspoons of soysauce that you add



185. those who teach values first abolish cheating

186. pam gives driving lessons on thursdays

187. who took the kayak down the bayou

188. planned parenthood organizations promote birth control

189. i'd ride the subway but i haven't enough change

190. a huge tapestry hung in her hallway

191. nothing is as offensive as innocence

192. his failure to open the store by eight cost him his job

193. they remained lifelong friends and companions

194. the rose corsage smelled sweet

195. that pickpocket was caught red handed

196. the proof that you are seeking is not available in books

197. seamstresses attach zippers with a thimble needle and thread

198. the fog prevented them from arriving on time

199. rob sat by the pond and sketched the stray geese

200. aluminum silverware can often be flimsy

Fricative Command:

1. find my phone

2. is Bluetooth connected?

3. Clear all devices

4. Turn on my lights

5. Turn on all the lights

6. Turn my lights yellow

7. Raise the temperature 1 degree

8. Turn the TV to the travel channel

9. Turn off the kids’ wifi

10. Sing me a song

11. Tell me a joke

12. What’s the weather?

13. Be quiet

14. What’s the traffic like



15. What’s in the news

16. What’s up?

17. List all events for Sep. 1

18. Where is my passport?

19. What is my password?

20. How do you say hello in Chinese?

21. What are the nearest restaurants to me?

22. play some music from Spotify."

23. what's this song?"

24. stop the music."

25. where did I put the spare keys?

26. when is it going to rain?

27. when is Shake Shack open until?

28. lock the front door

29. call the nearest coffee shop

30. Listen to the news

31. Play me the news

32. What’s the latest in sports

33. What's my internet speed

34. How many pounds are 2 kilos?

35. What’s the latest in sports

36. Play business news

37. Pause the news

38. Rewind five seconds

39. What news is playing?

40. Turn on subtitles

None-Fricative Command:

1. Lock the front door

2. Reboot my router

3. How are you

4. How do I look



5. What about tomorrow

6. Louder

7. Do I need an umbrella today?

8. Remind me to buy egg today

9. What is my reminder tomorrow?

10. Schedule meeting for me on today at 5 pm

11. My agenda today

12. Count to twenty

13. Flip a coin

14. Cancel my alarm

15. Set a timer for two

16. Order an uber

17. Where am I?

18. Play white noise

19. Time to leave

20. Broadcast dinner is ready

21. Hear headline about Google

22. How long is my commute?

23. Is it going to rain tomorrow?

24. When is my next calendar?

25. Make it warmer

26. Lower the temp

27. When is my medicine alarm?

28. Play it

29. How long will it take to the library?

30. Tell me my number

31. Play my album

32. Resume playing

33. Next music

34. Turn it down

35. Play yoga video

36. Turn on tv



37. Open YouTube on the TV

38. Change language to German

39. Any ATM nearby?

40. Make it warmer


